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tier seems to have consisted of neophyte Valentinians who were involved in sexual marriages.16 The second tier were the "spiritual" Valentinians for whom "sexual intercourse could be abandoned."'7 Grounding herself in Brown's discussion, Pagels concludes in her 1991 article that "Valentinian Christians followed no consistent practice: some of them ate meat offered to idols; some attended pagan festivals and were sexually active (which Irenaeus took to mean promiscuous); others claimed to live as ascetics, either in celibate marriages or in solitude." This means that the Valentinian Christians "demonstrated the same range of practice that we find among other second-century Christians."18 Pagel's compromise does not resolve this issue for me. I contend that the reason for the supposed "ambiguity" of the Valentinian texts on marriage and sexuality is that they were written by insiders for insiders. Those within the community already knew what a "marriage of purity (nrcaoc JT^ro A))" and a "marriage of impurity (nr^Aoc Asia)?t)" were (Gos. Phil. 82.4-6) or the "bridal chamber (nyAtown) and its "mirrored" coun-
terpart, "YnntY-ctON MIKONIKOC" (Gos. Phil 65.13). This means that it is not the Valentinian authors, but the modem interpreters who create ambiguity when they impose their definitions of various phrases on the text. The terms were not ambiguous to the Valentinians who knew what they
were talking about. Since they were talking to themselves in these texts, they did not need to make clarifications or compose definitions.
So the question for me is this: can we today recover the Valentinian meaning of these seemingly ambiguous phrases about marriage and sexuality? I think it is possible. But in order to do this we must first start with the assumption that the Valentinians may be using traditional language which other Christian groups also were using; but they may have reinterpreted the meaning of this language so that a traditional image no longer approximated the face-value of that image in other Christian circles. Previous scholarship seems to have assumed the opposite: that the meaning of the traditional image is consistent across different groups. This is a particularly important distinction, for instance, when trying to discern what the Valentinians believed "spiritual" marriage was all about. Was it similar to other Christians who understood it as a celibate marriage? Or was it something else? 16 Brown, Body and Society, pp. 117-118. 17 Brown, Body and Society, pp. 118-120. 18 Pagels, "Mystery," p. 454.
Second, we must cease trying to interpret phrases from Philip or elsewhere in isolation from the larger Valentinian myth and the patterns of the ancient mind, a problem which has plagued much of previous scholarship on this subject and has resulted in our present-day conundrum. The phrases and images must make sense within the broader second-century worldview as well as within the larger theological framework of Valentinian musings about the human plight. I am convinced of this because it not only makes obvious sense, but, in fact, ancient authorities tell us that it was so. Several texts agree that the Valentinians themselves believed that their human marital practices reflected the marriages of the Pleromic aeons. In other words, they felt that their sociology mirrored their mythology.
For instance, Irenaeus explains that the Valentinians interpreted Ephesians 5:32 ("This mystery is a profound one, and I am saying that it refers to Christ and the Church") to refer to "the conjunctions within the Pleroma (ra&S oavuyiaS traS vrb nIXiqppglaTo;)," seemingly associating Christ with the Anthropos aeon and Church with his aeonic spouse Ecclesia. Thus when Paul was describing the nature of "the conjugal union in this life (tifr iepi TObv Pov avuyias;),"19 Irenaeus says the Valentinians believe that he understood them to be a "great mystery" reflecting the conjunctions within the Pleroma (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.8.4). This idea is repeated by Irenaeus later when he mentions the Valentinian "bridal chamber." He claims that some Valentinians say that they participate in "spiritual" marriages after "the sexual one: it could a "spiritual marriage" such as we find commonly in early Christianity, a marriage in which both partners choose to remain celibate. While this appears at first glance to be a possible way to interpret this text from Clement, it does not do it justice because the passage has been divorced from its context. If we interpret this passage within the context of Clement's rampage against encratitic groups, it is fairly certain that he is speaking of Valentinian marriage as marriage in which sexual relations occur since he uses the Valentinians' position on marriage as a contrast to the encratic celibate option. And let no one say that because we have these parts, that the female body is shaped this way and the male that way, the one to receive, the other to give seed, sexual intercourse is allowed by God. For if this arrangement had been made by God, to whom we seek to attain, he would not have pronounced eunuchs blessed; nor would the prophet have said that they are 'not an unfruitful tree', using the tree as an illustration of the man who chooses to emasculate himself of any such notion. (Strom. 3.91).
Then Clement goes on to say that Cassianus' teaching on this subject is the "same as Tatian's" but has "departed from the school of Valentinus" (Strom. 3.92). This clearly puts the Valentinians in contradistinction with the encratitic position held by Cassianus and Tatian. It seems from this exchange that the Valentinians believed that the sexual organs were to be used in their natural way rather than emasculated.
As he argues against the position of the encratites and celibate mar- It appears from this fragment that, like Clement, Valentinus had an inclusive notion of enkrateia. For Valentinus, Jesus was the epitomy of self-control because his body did not defecate normally. In some way, his enkrateia had worked to physically transform his body so that food did not pass out of him as excrement.
Although this idea might seem strange to us today, it is, in fact, based on the principles of ancient physiology where the body parts and their actions were the result of varying combinations of the four elements (fire, earth, air, and water), their corresponding qualities (hot, cold, dry, and wet), and humors (blood, black bile, yellow bile, and phlegm). The crasis or blending of these in proper proportion produced health. The improper proportions in combination produced disease. In fact, Galen speaks of the body working like an oil refinery, including the process of digestion, where everything must be kept in balance or equilibrium.24 The body was assumed to be an autarkic system capable of functioning on its own "heat" in the ideal situation of equilibrium. It should only need enough food or fuel to keep that heat alive. In such a condition, it would continue in a perfect 22 state, idling along.25 These ideas form the background for the description of the monk Anthony who after twenty years of encratic behavior was described by pilgrims as follows:
... his body had maintained its former condition, neither fat from lack of exercise, nor emaciated from fasting and combat with demons, but was just as they had known him prior to his withdrawal. The state of his soul was one of purity, for it was not constricted by grief, nor relaxed by pleasure, nor affected by either laughter or dejection... He maintained utter equilibrium, like one guided by reason and steadfast in that which accords with nature (Athan., Life of Ant. 14 [PG 865A]).26
Eating too much food was believed to result in a surplus of heat and this would be harmful to the natural state of the body. Defecation, in fact, was often linked to overeating in monastic sources. For instance, John Chrysostom tells us that increasing one's food intake is nothing more than an increase in luxury and results in the undesirable "multiplication of feces." He warns that eating more food than nature needs does not result in nourishment, but injury and increased excrement. The excess food causes a "heat of fermentation within" which is sent throughout the body "as from a furnace" and obstructs the blood, liver, spleen, "and the canals by which the feces are discharged." Some of his monks wonder why God would design the body to carry feces in it at all, to which John replies, "to detach us from luxury" and "to cease gluttony" (Hom. 13 in Tim. 5 [PG 62:570]).27
Certainly this view of physiology was influential in the theological discussions about the nature of "perfect" primordial body of Adam and living the life of angels.28 Some sources suggest that this body was understood to be the human body on idle, a body not fueled by indulging the passions, gluttony at the top of the list (cf. Tert., De Ieiunio 5). It was a body that had no need for food or defecation since it was characterized 25 This type of understanding of physiology not only makes Valentinus' statement about Jesus sensible, but also the stories of certain medieval women like the one mentioned by James of Vitry. He refers to a woman recluse who for many years "ate and drank nothing, nor from her mouth nor from any of the other natural organs did anything go out."30 Roger Bacon tells about a woman who did not eat for twenty years; and she was fat and of good stature, emitting no excretion from her body, as the bishop proved by careful examination. Nor was this miraculous but, rather, a work of nature, for some balance [constelatio] was at that time able to reduce to a state of almost complete equilibrium the elements that were before that in her body; and because their mixture was from their proper nature suitable to a balance not found in other makeups, their alteration happened in her body as it does not in others.31
In Clement's final mention of the Valentinians, he contrasts them with the libertine group, the Carpocratians who apparently participated in licentious sexual acts because they believed they were imitating the primordial powers who had intercourse with one another in order to create the universe (Strom. 3.29). Clement is not upset that they are having sex with each other because they believe they are imitating the primordial powers, (even the Valentinians do this he infers), but that these relations are "carnal and wanton (aapKmic e &iSpeog)" rather than "spiritual (rveuwairtiKc Others from the school of Ptolemy posited that the Forefather "first conceived the thought of producing something, and then willed to that affect (Xpp&Oov ' evojr Xt xpopaXeiv, eTetXa i0k(aoe)." Thus through their "mutual intercourse (auyipa0etaiov eiS &UX#a;)", the feminine aeon, Thought, and the masculine aeon, Will, were believed to have produced the Only-begotten Son and Truth (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.12.1). It is most interesting that their relations are qualified: "Thought continually yearned after offspring; but she could not of herself bring forth that which she desired ('Evevoeixo 'iv yap &ae i "Evvota Tiv 7popoXiv, oi gevTot ye tpoPaleiv aizi KaOa' eaurnv /i5'8vaTo a ivevoeiro). But when the power of Will came upon her, then she brought forth that on which she had brooded (6oe 6& i rO OeXigLaxoq &6va;tS eceyTveTo, T6xE 0 kvevoeiro ipoe paXe)" (Iren., Adv. Haer. I. 12.1).41 Beneath this text there seems to lay the belief that ideal intercourse is understood as one which is controlled by "will" rather than "desire." Moreover, it is thoughtful in its procreative consequences, bringing forth a being which resembles the contemplative experience of the partners. This picture is confirmed by the Valentinian text quoted by Epiphanius: the act of intercourse among the Pleromic couples was a matter of will (31.5.6).
This picture of the Pleromic world is confirmed in A Valentinian Exposition where the will of the Father is described in the following manner: "not to allow anything to happen in the Pleroma apart from a syzygy" and to which is ineffable to him, and to endow with form that which is invisible" (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.14.1).50 Relying on the early Jewish mystical ideas associated with alphabet mysticism, Marcus explains the process of emanation in terms of the sounding out of the letters of the alphabet rather than in terms of eroticism (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.14.1-5). But the result is still thirty aeons which, according to Marcus, compose the Body of Truth, the Anthropos (Iren., Adv. Haer. I.14.9).51 Human man is formed "after the image of the power above," reflecting all aspects of the Body of Truth in its composition (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.18.1). Like this divine image, some Marcosians held that the reflection was "masculo-feminine," first created as a spiritual entity and then molded out of the earth (Iren., Adv. Haer.
1.18.2).
Because Marcus relies on alphabet mysticism to explain the emanation process, much of the eroticism found in the Ptolemaic version is lost. But, as we shall see below, the erotic adventures of Sophia, the last of the emanations, is still present in Marcus' rendition of the rupture in the Pleroma. From this brief overview of Valentinian descriptions of the aeonic world and its generation, a few conclusions can be drawn. The production of the aeons was commonly described using sexual metaphors even when the dominant generative metaphor was one of intellection as in the Tripartite Tractate. As we shall see later in this article, these are not necessarily opposing metaphors. Rather they are complimentary since, according to ancient medical lore, the thoughts of the parents, particularly the mother, were believed to have influenced the conception and development of the fetus. With the exception of Marcus who promulgated generation through the sound of the androgynous father's voice, the Valentinians taught that the aeons were generated in masculine-feminine pairs, called syzygies, which themselves were "procreative" by nature. The reason for the subsistence of the aeons was to continually produce and "bear fruit" with their partners. This procreative act between the aeons is always perceived as an act initiated out of the will of the aeonic pair, not out of desire. As we shall see shortly, it is, in fact, the downfall of the aeonic world when one of the aeons, without her spouse, decides to bear fruit from the throes of her passion. 
I.2.4-5)
.56 This amorphous substance is described as "an abortion (empcotga)" Setting aside Tertullian's snide tone, these ideas make some sense when viewed alongside ancient scientific theories about conception.58 Those scientists who believed that the female actually emitted her own seed during the passionate climax of intercourse describe the seed as weaker and more watery than the male seed (cf., Hippocratic Corpus, Nature of the Child 4.1[VII:474]; On Generation 4). In fact, Galen called the female seed scantier, colder, wetter, less refined and imperfect (Usu part. 14.6). The characteristics of the child including the gender were determined by the outcome of the struggle between the male and female seed in the womb.59
The existence of such female seed had obvious implications that at least Aristotle seems to have been aware of, especially since he defined the male as that which generates in another and the female as that which generates in itself (HA 489a9-12; GA 716al4-15).60 In his argument against pangenesis, he said that the denial of female seed was intellectually satisfying because it put to rest any fear one might have that a woman, since she had a uterus and could produce menses for the nourishment of the embryo, might put forth her own seed and produce a child without the contribution of a father (GA 1.18, 722b13-14).61
In order for the Valentinian mythology to be reasonable, it would mean that they had to assume what Aristotle feared: that the female emitted a seed of her own and that this meant it was possible for her to generate a child without the mixing of her seed with male seed. The resulting offpring, however, would be weak and deficient in some way just as the female seed was weaker and imperfect. Some of the Valentinians described this aborted substance as Achamoth, the lower Sophia, and continued to emphasize her passionate state outside of the Pleroma. She could not reenter the Pleroma on account of "that passion (naOo;) in which she had been involved."62 So she resigned herself in her loneliness to "every sort of that manifold and varied state of passion to which she was subject." It was out of "this collection" of passions that the substance of matter which would form the universe was derived (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.4.1-2).
Because of the fragmentary nature of the Valentinian Exposition, the discussion of Sophia's error is not extant, but her plight outside the Pleroma is available. From this text, we discover that Sophia suffered on account of her error and had to be corrected "since she cut herself off from her consort" ( The Valentinians agree that the fall within God is the result of aeonic passion and the abandonment of the spousal relationship. The result is the production of substance which must be aborted from the divine world. Because this substance has been produced by an aeon, however, it has to be redeemed. And so the erotic myth continues. Freed from her passions, Achamoth now gazes raptly at the dazzling angels and "in her ecstasy" she "conceives (icuie)," bringing forth "spiritual fetuses (icrlla nve1uaxtlKov)" which are partly after her own image and partly after the image of Jesus' angels (Iren., Adv. Haer. I.4.5).69 Theodotus defines Sophia's action to be procreative in the true sense of the word. He says that the spiritual seeds were not emanations of Sophia's passions, nor were they her creations. Rather they were her "children (xrecva) (Exc. Theo. 41.1). Tertullian relates: generated "us as their images" (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.13.6). Other Valentinians, perhaps associates of Theodotus, taught that it was Sophia herself who emanated both "males" and "females." The males are the "elect" angels while the females are the "invited (il icxiot)" or the spiritual seed (Exc. Theo. 21.1) One wonders if Clement has confused the issue, wrongly identifying "the elect" with the angels and "the called" with the spiritual seed. Usually the spiritual seed is "the elect," while "the called" refers to the psychics. At any rate, the idea that Sophia generated both the male angels and the female seed is found here. This idea, Clement tells us, the Valentinians derived from their exegesis of Genesis 1:27, "He created them in the image of God, male and female he created them." The duty of the male angels is more complicated than that which was promoted by the Ptolemaic school. Rather than being mere functionaries with Jesus, the male angels must "correct" the spiritual seed by restraining them from entering the Pleroma before the proper time and to pray for their remission (Exc. Theo. 35.1-4) . 69 Rousseau and Doutreleau, p. 75.
III. Procreation and Contemplation

Redemption
For warmed with the joy of so great an escape from her unhappy condition, and at the same time heated with the actual contemplation of the angelic luminaries (one is ashamed to use such language, but there is no other way of expressing one's meaning), she during the emotion somehow became personally inflamed with desire towards them, and at once grew pregnant with a spiritual conception, at the very image of which the violence of her joyous transport, and the delight of her lewd excitement, had imbibed and impressed upon her (Tert., Adv. Val. 17).
According to the Valentinian Exposition, this production completes the "syzygy": Sophia and Jesus are a "consort" as are the angels and their images, the spiritual beings or "seeds" (Val. Exp. 39.10-16). These "seeds," eventually become the spirits of humans. As human spirits, the "seeds" have the opportunity to mature and develop intellectually, creating the optimal conditions for their gnosis and redemption. In the schema set forth in the later Tripartite Tractate, elements of this erotic myth remain but in a sanitized version. The aeons together produce the Son and his "army" by contemplating the "countenance of the Father" as well as their own "countenance" and "face. Clearly, the erotic overtones of earlier Valentinian mythology are evident, suggesting that the ideal procreative act according to Valentinian thought is one that occurs between spousal partners. It is fascinating that even though the masculine Logos has been substituted here for the feminine Sophia, the title "bride (WryecT)" is still given to the Logos because he is the "joy" of the Son and "the hope of fruit from the union (eeonlc sequence of such contemplation is procreative. Sophia bears spirits which resemble herself and the spiritual objects of her higher contemplation, the angels. The problem again seems to be that the procreative act of Sophia or the Logos was a solitary act rather than one of intercourse. This means that the spiritual seeds are "weak" and "immature," unable to rejoin the Pleroma immediately. The redemptive saga is now drawn out further since the seeds need both the means and the time to mature and be perfected.
IV. The Role of Marriage in the Redemptive Process
So this precosmic situation sets up the conditions for an extended period of redemption before the Pleroma "will come to be in unity and reconciliation" (Val. Exp. 39.34-35; cf. Tert., Adv. Val. 31). Only when Sophia marries her consortJesus and the matured spiritual seeds marry their angels will the Pleroma be able to "receive Sophia" again (Val. Exp. 39.30-33). This final marriage is understood to be eschatological, an endtime event for which the universe is both a preparation and an image. It is called, in Valentinian literature, "the bridal chamber."
In the Ptolemaic version, once the seed has had time to be perfected, Achamoth reenters the Pleroma and receives her bridegroom (rov vvupiov avTir) and they are wedded (arvi,yia yevnixat). They are announced as "Groom and Bride:" rTOTo elvat viwcpiov Kai vvtupqlv. The Pleroma in its entirety becomes their "bridal chamber (vvu(p&ova)" (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.7.1).72 They assert that this expectation can be found in the gospel story of Anna who lived with her husband for a short while before being widowed. She remained a widow until she saw Jesus and recognized him. Like Anna, Sophia had looked upon Jesus and his attendants and then had waited for Jesus to return to her and restore her to the Pleroma and her spousal relationship (Iren., Adv. Haer. 1.8.4).
In addition to the great aeonic marriage between Jesus and Sophia, another eschatological wedding would take place. But first, there would be a great marriage feast where those who were saved would become aquainted with their intended grooms. Then the brides, the spiritual seeds, having matured into "intelligent spirits (cve6vgaa voepa)" would enter the Pleromic bridal chamber and be given as "brides (v4iqLpa;) to Jesus' attendant angels According to the Marcosians, Sophia will be instrumental in the wedding between the spirits and the angels. She will be responsible for gathering together the spirit brides, conducting them into the bridal chamber, and handling them off to their angel grooms (Iren., Adv. Haer. I. 13.6).
According to other Valentinians, it is
Jesus who is the bridegroom with whom the brides rest prior to the wedding (Exc. Theo. 27.5; cf. Tert., Adv. Val. 32). He is both "the door" through which the spiritual seeds enter the Pleroma and the escort of the seeds into the bridal chamber (Exc. Theo. 26.2-3; cf. 41.2). As the escort, he is the one who unites them with their angels in the Pleroma so that "the many" can become "one" through their consorting (Exc. Theo. 36.1-2). In the Excerpts of Theodotus, at the eschaton, the male angels are gathered together with Jesus, referred to here as the Logos. Then the feminine spiritual seeds which have matured or "become men" are married to the angels and allowed entry into the the Pleroma: "therefore, the woman is said to be changed into a man, and the church here on earth into angels" (Exc. Theo. 21.1-3). According to Tertullian, the spirits become "brides" whose destiny ends in "the sanctification of wedlock" in "the bridal chamber of the Pleroma" where they will become parents through their nuptials with the angels. The Tripartite Tractate tells us that, in addition to the spirits who share in the essence of the Savior and enter the bridal chamber, the souls will be first elevated to the intermediate place where the Logos had waited before being joined with the Pleroma. Thus the souls will be witnesses to the great eschatological marriage, rejoicing at the door of the bridal chamber and glad at "the intercourse of the bridegroom and the bride (nAoyz2 AJRib T XCeCCT AM TeNCeeCT)" (Tri. Tract. 122.14-27).79 Then a trumpet will blast, proclaiming "the great complete amnesty from the beauteous east, in the bridal chamber which is the love (.^) of God the Father" (Tri. Tract.
138.9-14).80
This 
V. Human Marriage in Valentinian Circles
This overview of the mythology of aeonic relationships suggests that the Valentinians believed that the nature of the aeons essentially was procreative. Since aeonic procreation is associated with acts of contemplation and the intellect, there is a potential problem with this procreative nature. The aeons can produce defective offspring just as easily as not. In other words, the object of their thoughts during the procreative moment determines the nature of the beings generated. Sophia's focus on her desire and passion to "know" the Father resulted in an amorphous nasty abortion. Sophia's focus on the beauty of Jesus' attendant angels resulted in the production of spirit beings which were beautiful reflections of the angels.
The connection between contemplation and procreation is very ancient, stemming as far back in time as ancient Israel, and even influenced husbandry practices. According to Genesis 30:37-39, Jacob placed peeled branches near his herd's water trough so that, when they bred in front of them, the flock would bear striped, spotted, and speckled offspring.
Reproductive theories from at least as early as the 5th century BCE in Greece reflect this concept. Empedocles, a Greek scientist and philosopher of the 5th century BCE, is credited with the opinion that the embryo is shaped by the imagination of the mother at the moment of conception.82 This is proven to him by the fact that women who have fallen in love with statues often give birth to children that resemble them (A 81). So it was commonly accepted among the ancients that the characteristics of a child would be largely determined by the thoughts of the parents, particularly the mother, at the time of intercourse. For instance, in Soranus' Gynecology he remarks, What is one to say concerning the fact that various states of the soul also produce certain changes in the mold of the fetus? For instance, some women, seeing monkeys during intercourse have borne children resembling monkeys. The tyrant of the Cyprians who was misshapen compelled his wife to look at beautiful statues during intercourse and became the father of well-shaped children; and horse-breeders during covering, place noble horses in front of the mares. Thus, in order that the offspring may not be rendered misshapen, women must be sober during coitus because in drunkenness the soul becomes the victim of strange fantasies; this furthermore, because the offspring bears some resemblance to the mother as well, not only in body but in soul. Therefore it is good that the offspring be made to resemble the soul when it is stable and not deranged by drunkenness (1.39).83
He goes on to remark that a woman must remain very calm and sensible throughout her pregnancy. If she did not, she risked not only miscarriage but even producing a malformed child in body and mind because of her anxieties (1.47).
In addition to statues, paintings were also suspect as we see in Heliodorus'
Ethiopian Story. The birth of a white daughter to black parents is explained by her menses (i.e., Aristotle, GA 4.1,   763b30 ). As we saw earlier, there were a few scientists who thought that the mother actually provided seed from her own "testicles" and it contributed to the formation of the child. These scientists generally talked about the womb being a battleground for these two seeds and the outcome of the battle determined whether or not the child resembled the father or mother more. This meant that the balance of four elements, qualities, and humors in the body of the parents would ultimately contribute to the formation of the fetus. In fact, the determination of the child's sex could be influenced by the parents' diet and even the temperature and frequency of the baths the parents might take. At any rate, it was believed from both these perspectives that the condition of the mother's physical and mental state throughout pregnancy would impact the fetus' development.
Given this reproductive theory, it is not surprising that the Valentinians prescribe a "correct" way for the aeons to procreate: the aeons must work together as a couple, a syzygyy, usually envisioned as a masculine and feminine pair (or, as in the case of the Marcosian version as an androgynous being). Because the "fruit" of their intercourse reflects the attitude of their minds, when the aeons focus on the Father during their coupling, they will produce perfect offspring. This means that there is an "incorrect" way for the aeons to procreate as well. In this scenario, an aeon who acts without its spouse, brings forth offspring through a solitary act of procreation. The offspring will always be less than perfect because it only has one parent. Even more horrendous problems occur when the single parent is also procreating out of passion. Then the offspring will reflect that passion, having neither form nor beauty.
Since the Valentinians believe that the universe and all it contains is an "image" or reflection of the Pleromic world above, it is not surprising that they understand their human physical marriages to be "images" of the aeonic intellectual marriages. Therefore, the Valentinians probably envisioned two types of human marriage just as they did of aeonic marriage. brate the mystery always by cleaving to a companion, that is to a woman; otherwise (they account any man) degenerate and a bastard to the truth, who spends his life in the world without loving a woman or uniting himself to her." The psychics are advised to bear the "yoke of discipline," growing in the works of "holiness and justice" (Tert., Adv. Val. 30). Epiphanius states, tongue in cheek, that the pneumatics can do anything whatsoever without concern or fear because they will be saved from everything while the psychics save themselves "by labor and just deeds" (Pan. 31.7.8-9).
We should not be surprised that the Gospel of Philip identifies the "mystery" of marriage with procreation: "Great is the mystery of marriage! For 9.10). The gratification of lust, another pleasure, continues to give harbor to demons and their "noxious breath" (Rec. 9.9). It appears that the Ebionites believed that the poisons and unbalanced humors produced by this "excess" in the parents damaged the fetus at conception and harmed its further development. "Therefore," the author of the Recognitions concludes, "parents are responsible for their children's defects" (Rec. 9.9). In order to avoid this situation, the Ebionite Christians prescribe proper marital sex as that which does not occur during menstruation. If the couple meets this condition, not giving into their untimely lusts, the children that they bear will not suffer certain diseases and deformities. I imagine that the Valentinians held a similar belief, namely that the demons lurking in the bodies of lustful parents whose marriage was "impure" produced an unbalanced condition in the parents' bodies which then harmed the developing fetus and made it impossible for a spirit-filled soul to enter the child. Thus, according to the Valentinians, those involved in a marriage of "purity," which is called "the mirrored bridal chamber" (nnrYAcon RFiionKmoc) (65:13), draw to themselves a special spirit or angel rather than a demon.97 Only children conceived in this type of marriage would be able to be filled with a spirit-seeded soul.
Further, conception is associated with kissing in Philip: "Through the kiss, the perfect conceive and beget. Because of this, we kiss one another. We conceive (entJ rnro) out of the grace which is in one another" (59:2-6).98 The idea that life or the spirit could be transferred or exchanged by a kiss is a very old idea and probably underlies this particular behavior and interpretation. 99 The angels, according to Clement, encourage the woman to have intercourse with her husband when the time of conception draws near. After the semen has been ejaculated into the womb, the angels then deposit the soul at the moment of conception. In fact, barrenness is due to the absence of angelic intervention, not some problem with either parent! Such ideas were quite popular and persisted well into the Middle Ages. For instance, in the Kabbalistic text, the Zohar, we find that "when a man begins to consecrate himself before sex with his wife with a sacred intention, a holy spirit is aroused above him, composed of both male and female. And the Holy One, Blessed Be He, directs an emissary who is in charge of the human embryos, and assigns to him this particular spirit, and indicates to him the place to which it should be entrusted... Then the spirit descends together with the image (tselem), the one in whose likeness (diyokna) "reproach" of birth because birthing "is necessary for the salvation of the believers." Rather birth must continue until all of the "seed" incarnates. So, the Valentinians posit that Jesus, in this saying, was alluding to Sophia to "the woman on high whose passions became creation when she put forth that which was without form." Before Jesus descended to earth, the humans who were born are called "children of the female only." These humans were born out of "base intercourse (aioXpaS o)^yiaS)" and are "incomplete", "infants", "senseless", "weak", "without form", and "brought forth like abortions." But because Jesus came to earth "to drag us out from passion" and grant humans "form" just as he had done with Sophia, the Valentinians stated that "we have become children of a husband (&avp6S) and a bridal chamber (viw[q)ovos)" (Exc. Theo. 67).'14 A bit later, Clement also states that the Valentinians say that as long as their own spiritual "seed (oaiepa) is immature, it is the children of the female (OrXeias; TEKvov)." But afterJesus came, "it was formed, it was changed to a man and becomes a son of the bridegroom (vibo Nvgpiou)" (Exc. Theo. 79).105
VI. Closing Remarks
The Valentinians were not ambiguous about sex at all. In fact, their understanding of sex and conception does not seem to be even unique to them. As we have seen, the Valentinians were part of a larger "mythology" about sexual relations held by the ancients, and their reinterpretation of this larger "mythology" served to redeem God. Any alleged ambiguity is the result of scholars removing texts from the larger context of the Hellenistic world, interpreting certain passages in isolation from the broader Valentinian myth, and making assumptions that the mention of "spiritual" or "pure" marriage dictates a celibate one.
The Valentinians believed that sex was more than a physical activity with physical consequences.'06 The thoughts of the sexual partners either raised intercourse to sacred heights or drew it down to the depths of sin. Unlike the psychics whose marriages were "carnal," their marriages were supposed to be "pure," imitating the marriages of the "spiritual" aeons. By this they meant that the sexual relations between husband and wife were supposed to be a matter of "will" for the purpose of procreation rather than recreation. At the moment of conception the husband and wife were supposed to raise their thoughts on high so that their spirits could mingle with the angels and draw down a soul that contained a spiritual seed.
This was the great mystery of their marriages-to conceive a child who would resemble the Lord, a child with a spirit-infused soul. In this way, the pre-existent pneumatic seed would be drawn down from the heavens above to sojourn on earth. Here it would mature and finally be harvested at death. Sexual intercourse between Valentinian spouses was to continue until the last spiritual seed was embodied and harvested. On that great day, the Bridal Chamber would open and their spirits would reunite with God. How important was sex to the Valentinians? The coming of the final day and the redemption of God depended on it.
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